
EX SESS 

Re: Inventory of FBI Ticklers Released to Mark Allen, 2/19/'85 
Location: Hal’s basement 
Page One 

1. Hal’s cover note 

2. Quotes McCloy’s comments ion CBS’s "Face the Nation" on 7/2/°67 
where McCloy charges that the WC did not see the photos and x-rays 
because the Kennedy family had them. This was a plain and outright 
lie. Check against Rankin’s revelation in one of the EX Sess that 
the WC had the x-rays and photos. 

3. Two-page summary of CBS program "Why Doesn’t America Believe the 
WC Report?" date on doc. is 6/28/'67 This sounds like it was part 
of the CBS program that McCloy appeared on. 

4. related to ibid. Two-page on the CBS program (page one is 
missing). McCloy interview is different. This is a CBS program w/ 
Cronkite as the Big Man on camera. 

See also the report as appears in the Congtressional Record. 
I only copied the first page of CR forcitation purposes. 

5. More FBI summary on CBS program 

note: Most of this batch in folder is on the Garrison case 

6. Hal note to Volume II in folder 

7. Several Belmont tarnsmittal notes re: material on Mark Lane was 
handed over to the WC. Tie any of this w/ C. Gentry’s story about 
Lane and prostitutes, etc. ("pin head") 

8. There is a R. Russell/FBI/Gen. Walker corres. about the shooting 
attempt on Walker. Dates are March 1970. Walker wrote to Russell on 
this. Indicated in ltter about Police Chief Cury’s book in which 
Curry writes that there was no evidence that LHO was the assassin. 
NOte: Take a look at Curry book?)
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